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How To Use This Book

Welcome to the rest of your life.

Well, maybe not. But think of the possibilities! In the summer of 2015 I decided
to walk in my true purpose of being a writer and once I made that decision, my
life has not been the same. 

The work you will start in the workbook actually begins before the book
begins. On the next page, write a letter to yourself.  Give yourself any advice,
tell yourself and thoughts you have based on where you are right now.

Are you living your purpose? Do you even have a clue as to what your purpose
is? Write it in the letter. Tell yourself your thoughts about your purpose before
we get started with the meat of the content. Don't worry about getting it right,
you'll have a chance to write the letter again after we've explored the 25
steps. 

Oh! Feel free to use the space on each page to record any lightbulb moments
you have regarding the process. This is your workbook...work it out!



A Letter to Myself



Discover
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Be vulnerable to the
process

If you will do it for free,
and talk about it for 100
hours straight, that is

your purpose
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Use the mind body spirit
connection to manifest

what you want.

Allow the worst thing that
has happened to you guide

you into your purpose



Accept
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The therapeutic nature
of your purpose alone
will make you stronger

Remember where you
came from and who helped

you along the way
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Once you figure it out and
accept it, even if you're good,

invest in the professional
development and education to

make yourself better

Forgive those who didn't
support you - if they knew
better they would do better



Live
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Make your nemesis
your biggest

strength

Life will have
detours, never get

off the bus
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Don't frown on free

Your purpose will not defy the
rule of God, the laws of the

universe, or compromise your
personal integrity
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Smile at people

Don't numb the pain.
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16 Accept the diversity that
will come your way

Thrive in your best
time of day
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In breakups, they can't
go where you're going

Accept the diversity that
will come your way



Thrive
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Speak the language
in every day life

Know what you need
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Prepare your
adversary arsenal

Go gangster. Find your
tribe, love them well 
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If no one will hire you,
hire yourself

Listen to your
physical body
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Set your intentions for

each day with the
universe
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